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Context
The present B-Lab project is a new research facility developed as a multidisciplinary collaboration between 1) the Division of Orthopedic Surgery

and Muskuloskeletal Traumatology of the Department of Surgery of the Geneva University Hospitals (Dr Holzer) 2) the Unit of Teaching in Anatomy of the

Geneva Faculty of Medicine (Dr Beaulieu) and 3) the Kinesiology Laboratory of the University of Geneva (Dr Armand). The scope of the research

program is the creation of a unique platform for assessment of surgical devices performances using advances in the fields of 1) robotised

biomechanical testing 2) motion capture and 3) imaging and three-dimensional image reconstruction. The goal is the development of pre-clinical

models of human joints closely reproducing in vivo conditions and complexity of motion. Outputs will include gain in knowledge for efficent

and safe use of surgical devices in patients.

The pilot study is focused on acromioclavicular traumatic injuries. The primary objective is the validation of a first model of the complete shoulder

girdle by comparison with unique data acquired in vivo. Secondary objective is the assessment of safety and efficacy of a new surgical procedures for

acromioclavicular stabilization of traumatic injuries.

Innovation

The innovation of the whole research program is to establish a 

unique platform for multimodal biomechanical evaluation 

of orthopedic surgical devices using latest advances in 

robotised testing associated with motion capture 

and three-dimensional image reconstruction.

Advantages

1) Experimental surgical facility setting. Reproduction of a 

clinical environment for the use of surgical devices by 

medical specialists in realistic conditions.

2) Simultaneous multiple body segments 

monitoring. Comprehensive assessment 

of all relevant body structure affected

by the use ofsurgical devices.

3) Robotised complex motion 

assessments. Reproduction 

of physiological motions 

& stresses encountered 

during clinical use 

of surgical 

devices. 

Preliminary results Collaborations

The first 

tests of the 

pilot project

have taken place.  

Planned outcomes are:

1) Validation of a

complete robotised model

for assessment of surgical devices 

performances during complex motion 

of the shoulder.

2) Comparative assessment of a first set of 

shoulder surgical procedures considering efficacy and 

safety of surgical devices use.
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